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ABSTRACT
The displacement and compression ratio of the Wankel rotary compressor are functions
of the trochoid ratio f.t and the generating ratio ;\. This paper presents the influence of theoe
two design parameters on the displacement and the maximum theoretical compression ratio. The
paper also presents the governing equation• for the displacement with sp.,cial attention to th"
influence of the offset. Also presented is the relationship between the fl.ow rate and the angular
position of the rotor.
NOMENCLATURE
The following symbols ar" used in the dev.,lopment of the math.,matica.l relationships for the
gerotor:
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radius of the smaller pitch circle= r 2 (T-l)/T
radius of the larg"r pitch cird"
distance from the center of generating pitch circle to center of the generating pin
•
trochoid constant= !:.a.
,,
radius of the generating pin or offset
generating ratio= ;;:
length of crank=r 2 - r 1 ='f
the point of contact between the generating pin and the generated shape

-== gear ratio=;;= TTl
= instant center between rolling pitch circles, also the location of the pole
point of inters.,ction of the line PC with the fixed pitch circle
containment radh1s
conjugate point on the rotor
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thickness of the rotor
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area displaced by one pocket by one cycle= maximum area -minimum area
volume displaced by one pocket by one cycle= maximum volume -minimum volume
compression ratio~ maximim volume/minimum volume
number of lobes on the larger pitch circle or generating teeth
number of lobes on the smaller pitch circle
the fixed reference frame
the moving reference frame
input angle of the crank
rotation angle of the moving reference frame=~
input angle when the pole is coincident with P'
angle between the line PC and the X1 axis.
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INTRODUCTION
The Wankel rotory compres•or i• a subset of the gerotor clas• o{ mecha.nislllll. Although
numerous articles have been published concerning the Wankel rotary engine, [6,8], there i• little
literature on the Wankel when it is used as con1pressor. In particular the influence of the trochoid
constant and off•et on the output parameters has received little attention in the literature. Presented in this paper are the influences of the trochoid constant and the offset on the displacement
and compression ratio of the Wankel rotary compressor.
SHAPE GENERATION
Since the shape equations have been presented by (1,2] they are simply stated here as:

H,r; = -ecos¢>+rcco•¢> /T+rcosfl

(1)

and

Hy = -esin,P + rc sin¢>/T + rsinfl

(2)

and
-sin</>+ p.sin ¢>/T
( --~.. ·--~------- ----)
(3)
-cos <P + p. cos <PIT
is the angle between the X 1 axis and the line PC; i.e., the line connecting the pole to the center
of the generating pin, see Figure 1. The center of the generating pin, C, will be located on the
po•itive X, - a"'i3 when the input angle <P is zero. For ease in development, we •ub•titute for
the trochoid constant, i' and write Equations 1 and 2 as:
fJ =tan

H.r:

_1

1

'=

1',( -T cos 4> + JL cos ,P/T) +,.cos ll

(4)

Hy = r 2 ( -~ sin<f> +~'sin <P/T) + r sinO

(5)

For the dassical Wankel rotary compressor shape, the value of T is three.
THE CONJUGATE SHAPE AND VOLUME DISPLACEMENT
Since this paper is concerned with determining the maximum theoretical value• of the
compression ratio, we will assume a constant cross-section of the rotor. Therefore, the volume
contained in one working pocket (or chamber) is simply the cross-sectional area of the pocket times
the depth of the pocket. Once the generated shape has been determined, the conjugate •hape
between the generating pins is required in order to determine the displacement. The method we
adopt is referred to as the chamber area difference method [1]. The coordinates of the conjugate
point S, relative to the moving reference fran1e, are
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S:r,. Hx ~os T + Hy sin T + ecos (r/I'N)

(6)

and
Sy,. -H;v;

sin~+ Hy cos~+ esin(r/I'N)

(7)

wh.,re
(8)

Equations 6 and T were determined by translation a.nd rotation of the point of contact
onto the moving reference frame, (Xm - Ym), or reference frame from the fixed reference frii.IIle
(X,- Y,), see Figure 2. A complete development can be found i!l reference [2]. Substituting
Hx, Hy and¢/ into Equations 6 and 7 and simplifying gives:
S.Y "'

,.,
T

{

cos(r/1' N)- cos(r/1-

r/1' }
T)

¢'
r/1 - ¢l
+,.,,..cos( ---;y-) + r cos(9- T)

(9)

aud
(10)
Once the generated shape and conjugate shape are known, the volume displaced by a working
pocket, as this pocket goes through a complete cyde from maximum volume to minimum volume,
can be determined using a numerical integration sehen1e [6]. Since geroton haYe a uniform cross·
sectional area, the volume contained in a pocket is simply the thickness of the rotor ,W, times
the cross-section area. The cross-sectional area was presented in [1]. The area displaced by one
pocket by one cycle is:

Therefore for the Wankel rotary compressor with T,. 3, we have
(12)

and the volume displaced is simply 6. times the thickness or:

(13)

t::,.V,.t::,.AW

The rate of change of the flow, as a function of the crank angle is:

~-:'!
dr/1
+r (

=

¢N)- cos(r/IN))
{r2p. (cos(~~.~
N
T

Vl + p.'- 2.0,..cos(r/IN)- v'l-+-,..-,-_-2-.o-,..-co-s-:(2::-;---¢N-.,))}

(14)

COMPARISON TECHNIQUES
One method of comparing Wankel rotary compressors with different values of p. and
different generating pin radii is to consider the volume displaced from a contained pocket, after
the pocket has cycled from the maximum contained volume to the minhnum contained volume.
Since we consider the Wankel rotary compressor to have a uniform cross-section comp&risons of
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wmpresso rs with the same thickness are possible by comparing just the
cross-sect ional area of
one pocket [5). Hereafter, only the pocket area will be considered . To
express the results in
meaningfu l units, the pocket displacem ent is divided by the area of a. minimum
radius circle that
would inscribe the compresso r, see Figure .5. This is a. convenient measure
of the mechanis m size.
The containme nt radius is:
rE =

r,

T + ro + r

(15)

To obtain a more general expression we define the generating ratio as

.\= ':

(16)

ro

which allows us to vary r as a. function of the trochoid consta.nt,since
r.
Equation 15 can be written as:

JLr 3 •

Therefore ,

(17)
and for T = 3, the equation can be written as
rg

=

~(1 + 3!1-(1 + .\))

(18)

By scaling the compresso rs to fit inside a. unit circle only the design parameter
s !L and .\
need be considered since we have set T = 3.
CONCLU SIONS
Figure• 3 and 4 show the relationsh ip between the design variables !L
and .\ and the
displacem ent and mii.Ximum theoretica l compressi on ratio. First, it can be
seen from Figure 3 that
the trochoid constant !L has a. significant influence ou the normalize d displacem
ent. For example,
whet\ !L = 2.0, (.\ = 0.02), the displacem ent is 0.199 , at !L = 4.0, (.\ =
0.02) the displacem ent is
0.16. This is a reduction in displacem ent of 42%. The same trend is present
for .\ = 0.5 where
the reduction in displacem ent is 46% over the same range of IL·
It can also be seen from Figure 3 that an increasing trochoid constant
increases the maximum
compressi on ratio. Only the maximum theoretica l compressi on ratio
is being considere d since
relief pockets can be added to the rotor to decrease the compressi on ratio
without changing the
displacem ent [6].
Secondly, it can be seen from Figure 4 that the displacem ent, for a
for a fixed trochoid
constant /L, decreases for an increasing value of .\. For example, a.t ,\
=
0.02, (JL = 2.0) the
displacem ent, L::.A = 0.199. Now for.\ = 0.5, (p. 2.0) the displacem ent,
L::.A 0.146. This is a
26% decrease in displacem ent. For !L = 4.0 the decrease in displacem ent
is 30% as .\ varies from
0.02 to 0.5.
It can also be seen from Figure 4 that increasing the value of .\,
for a. fixed value of I'•
increases the compressi on ratio. For example, at !L = 2.0 the compressi
on ratio increaees from
15.5/1 to 16.2/1 as .\increase s from 0.02 to 0.5. This is an increase in compressi
on ratio of 4.5%
accompan ied by a 26% decrease in displacem ent. Likewise for !L = 4.0
the compressi on ratio
increases from 29.5/l to 30/1 a.s .\is varied over the same range. This is
increase in compressi on
ratio of 1.67% acconlpan ied by a 30% decrease in displacem ent. Figure
5 shows the generated
and conjugate shape of Wankel rotary compresso rs with various !L and
.\ ratios.
In conclusion , the value of the trochoid constant has the overwhelm ing
influence on the
performan ce of the Wankel rotary compresso r, both in terms of the displacem
ent and compressi on
ratio. However, the radius of the generating pin(.\) does influence the radius
of curvature of the
generated shape and thus the contact stress [7].
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Figure 1. The genera ting pin and the
genera ted shape.
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Generated point H, plus the coincident
conjugate point s
- - - ·Position of the generating gear as point H ·cuts''
the conjugate point s
Position of the generating gear as it generates the
---point H

Figure 2. The generated shape (housing) and
conjugate shape (rotor) plus the
generating pins.
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Figure 3. The comp ressio n ratio and displa ceme nt
as a functi on of the trocho id const ant,
J.L, for uariou s A. ualue s.
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Jl =4.0
A.= 0.02

Jl =4.0
A.= 0.50

. Jl = 2.0
"-= 0.02

Jl = 2.0
A.= 0.50

Figur e 5. Wank el rotar y comp resso r shap es for
uario us troch oid cons tants and
gene ratin g ratio s.
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